
Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-256 Rev.1 

 

 

 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Launching Appliances DRM, DRBD, BDH, BDTD, BDHP, BDTW, BDRW, BDM, BFOD, 
HDL, BHR, FF, HDFL, HDF, BDF, BDFD, BDR, BDH, BDA, 

BDFA, BDL, BDR, BLR, BHI 

 
 
 

BADA HI Winch  DRM, DRBW, HLDF, BAW, BDF, BDFD, HDFL, HDF, BHI, BLR, 
BLW, BMW, BRW, BWL, BWR, FHW 

Release Gear BDR, BHA, BHR 

Launching Appliances  C-F, C-S, D-F, D-TF, D-FH/FG, D-RT, D-FO, D-NP, D-NP.MP, D-
NP.SP, D-BC, D-BR, D-CL, D-NPS.SP, D-SR, D-RC, D-RB, C-L, 
D-CRm.FR, D-CRm.MOB, D-CRm.R.FR, D-NPS.FR, D-NP.MP, 

D-NPS.MP, D-WP, D-FP, D-ND, D-TT, D-RTT 

 
 

DAVIT INTERNATIONAL 

Release Gear RH, OLH, OLRH 

Survival Crafts HD, HT, HDL, HLB, HDF, HDFL, HDFN, HDR, HDFR  
HYUNDAI HLB 

Release Gear TALON, THP, TITAN 

Survival Crafts BH, BH-F, BH-R  
 
 

QINGDAO BEIHAI 

Launching Appliances BD-PV, BD-FF, BD-SA, BD-SH 

Winch  BW-H(L/R), L(L/R), SC 

Release Gear BG, BH-HOOK, F, 15KNXS, 25KNXS, 35KNXS 

Release Gear ARH, CAR PALFINGER 
(SCHAT-HARDING, 

HARDING, WATERCRAFT, 
MULDEY&RIJKE, NOREQ, 

WATERMAN, FISKARS, NDM, 
NED-DECK, SCHAT DAVITS, 
DAVIT COMPANY, MILLS, 
ACTA, LAR, SEC, NORMAR) 

Survival Crafts 9.2Mtr, 8.5Mtr, 7.5Mtr, 4.5Mtr, 4.7Mtr  
 
 

VADYAR BOATS 

Launching Appliances 10Ton, 1Ton 

Winch  10Ton, 1Ton 

Release Gear LIFEBOAT/RESCUE ON-LOAD RELEASE GEAR 
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Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 
Release Gear HS SEZAMOR 

Release Gear PX T-ISS 


